Hope's Think Tank
Privacy Policy & Terms of Use

PRIVACY POLICY
Hope's Think Tank, www.hopesthinktank.com, respects the privacy rights of individuals and their
personal data and works diligently to adhere to current industry data privacy recommendations
and standards. As such, Hope’s Think Tank, its owner, staff, or leadership reserves the right
and without any notice to modify the Privacy Policy. Modifications made will take effect upon
posting of the changes.
Google Analytics.
Google Analytics is used for the properties, www.hopesthinktank.com site. Hope’s Think Tank
does not use advertising services from Google that use certain types of cookies associated with
advertisers.
Cookies are employed by Google Analytics to collect data and generate statistics on how the
Users interact with Hope's Think Tank. For more information about the cookies used by Google
Analytics and how to opt-out of the Google Analytics process:
1. Google Analytics cookie usage
2. Google Analytics Opt-out Browser Add-on information
Hosting.
Hope’s Think Tank uses software by WordPress.com for its website. The website is hosted by
WordPress.com and collects cookies per their policy.
Data Submission.
Data submitted by Visitors (aka Users) is accessible to authenticated Hope’s Think Tank owner
and staff members who maintain the website and data records.
Links To Third Party Websites For Data Submission.
Links to third party websites on www.hopesthinktank.com and other current or possible future
associated subdomains are used to collect information from other interested parties participating
in Hope’s Think Tank activities. By submitting information via third party websites, such as
Dropbox; Google Doc; Google Drive; JotForm; PayPal; and others, Users agree to the policies
of the third party websites and release Hope’s Think Tank, its owner, staff, and leadership from
any and all liability.
Contact.
Questions regarding this Privacy Policy should be directed to Hope's Think Tank via the Contact
page with reference to the Privacy Policy in the Message section.
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TERMS OF USE
Hope's Think Tank website's is to create awareness and support of the mission and vision of
Hope's Think Tank by providing relevant content in the most efficient manner possible. As such,
Hope's Think Tank, its owner, staff, and leadership, reserves the right and without any notice to
modify the Terms of Use. Modifications made will take effect upon posting of the changes.
Below are the Terms of Use for this site.
Links to third party websites.
Hope's Think Tank provides access to social media and publication assets via links on the site
for use by Users. By accessing or participating with these assets when present, such as Hope's
Think Tank blog, Facebook page, Facebook group, Google docs, Google Drive, Issuu hosted
publications, LinkedIn, Pinterest, Twitter, YouTube channel and others, Users agree to the
policies of the third party websites, and release Hope's Think Tank, its owner, staff, and
leadership from any and all liability.
By submitting any information to Hope's Think Tank for participation related activities or
communications via links on the third party websites, the User gives consent to use of that data
by Hope's Think Tank, its owner, staff, and leadership and releases Hope's Think Tank, its
owner, staff, and leadership from any and all liability.
No unlawful or prohibited use.
By using the Hope's Think Tank website, including possible subdomains, the User guarantees
that said User will not use the Hope's Think Tank site in an unlawful or prohibited manner such
that it would in any way do harm to the site or other Users. Furthermore, by using this site, the
User may not procure proprietary graphics, information or related items.
Contact.
Questions regarding this Terms of Use policy should be directed to Hope's Think Tank via the
Contact page with reference to the Terms of Use Policy in the Message section.
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